Dimensions: Set up a triangle approximately 15 yards between each cone and one cone between two cones on one side approximately one yard inside the area. The area size can be increased to work on longer passing. 2 players occupy each cone.

How to: play starts from player 1 on the cone on the triangle point facing the middle cone. The ball is passed to player 2 on the middle cone. Player 1 continues a run in field and collects a return pass from player 2 and makes a short pass to player 3 who has stepped off the cone to one side to receive a pass. Player 3 passes back to the start line and each player follows their pass to a new position.

Coaching Points: communicate. Be alert to the pass, create a good angle by stepping to the side away from the cone to open the field and make the next pass easier. Look after your passes, this drill relies on the passes being accurate in order to keep it flowing. Take a touch if necessary to ensure you play good passes.